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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes in depth the specifics of a tracking system for small mammals. This method 

is based on time difference of arrival. This project was deployed for proof of concept and 

demonstrates the advantages of time difference of arrival over GPS based schemes employed by 

previous teams. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

There are roughly 395 different endangered species located in Brazil which includes the Golden 

Lion Tamarin (GLT) Monkey, the main focus of this project. Due to massive deforestation of the 

Brazilian Rain Forests, which the GLT’s call home, the species has quickly become one of the 

worlds’ most endangered species. Currently, only 1,500 GLTs remain in the wild with less than 

500 held in captivity. This species is recognizable due to its orange/gold mane which gives the 

monkey its name. The GLT weighs between 400 and 800 grams and its head and body measures 

in dimension from 19 to 22 cm with a tail ranging in size from 26 to 34 cm.  These species 

frequently travel in groups of 2-8, thus tracking one monkey will be able to provide data for an 

entire group. Typically, these creatures are active for 9 to 12 hours a day and reside in trees 

approximately 13 ft above ground. This species stays very close to where they sleep and remain 

within a half a mile radius of their resting place when they go out to collect food
i
.  

 

Tracking the GLT has been a goal for animal researchers with only a few off-the-shelf options 

available. As a result, Dr. Michael Marcellin and Dr. Kathleen Melde in the Department of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Arizona have sponsored Senior Design 

Projects at the University of Arizona to develop a proof of concept for a plausible method to 

track this species. This project has developed in various directions in the last few years. The team 

from the year prior to last year’s team (AY 2011-2012) designed an antenna to fit the GLT’s 

neck. This antenna was designed to be compatible with the Garmin DC40 collar and Astro 320 

handheld device. The system they intended to implement is typically used with hunting dogs and 

is not ideal for tracking small mammals.  As a result, last year’s (AY 2012-2013) design team 
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had a goal to reduce the size of the transmitting collar while utilizing the prior year’s antenna. 

Ultimately, they sought to continue utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) in order to 

accurately track the species. However, the team quickly realized that the GPS signal attenuates 

too much in the dense rainforests causing inaccuracy in tracking the GLT’s position. 

Additionally, the collar weighed over 60 grams; greatly exceeding the maximum permitted 

weight
ii
.  

 

Problem Statement 

Scientists are interested in obtaining knowledge of the effects of deforestation on the GLT 

monkeys by tracking them in an effort to resuscitate their population. However, accurately 

tracking this species poses many challenges. One of the biggest difficulties in tracking this 

species is the limited  weight that the monkeys can support. Researchers indicate that this species 

can only carry 5 percent of its body weight, restricting the weight of the collar to be less than 20 

grams
ii
. Additionally, the heavy rainfall in the natural habitat of these creatures poses risks to any 

tracking system. When tracking animals, it is important to limit the amount of human interaction 

in order to accurately study their natural behavior.  

 

 

Objectives 

Upon reviewing the conclusions and methods used in previous years, this year’s design team 

created a goal of researching alternative available methods for tracking small mammals to create 

an effective tracking system that did not employ GPS techniques. Additionally, the team sought 

to design a collar for the monkey that would weigh less than 20 grams. In an attempt to minimize 

the interaction between the GLT’s and researchers, the battery of the collar would ideally have a 

lifespan of at least two months. Since the system should properly function in a rainforest 

environment, it was important that all major components in the tracking system be water 

resistant. It was necessary for the system to cover a span of approximately half a mile in radius in 

order to track the majority of this species’ habitat. The tracking system should be able to 

accurately identify and locate multiple monkeys simultaneously. One major constraint for the 

system was the allotted budget of $3,500.  

 

 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS 

 

Design Overview 

The final design employed methods for tracking by utilizing radio frequency, time difference of 

arrival and triangulation techniques to accurately determine the location of the GLT. Several new 

components went into creating the tracking system. The first component was the transmitting 

collar for the GLT which operated at a frequency of 144.02 MHz. In order to differentiate 

multiple monkeys from one another, each transmitter would be assigned a unique frequency. 

Then three ground receiving units would be set on the ground to scan for the determined 

frequencies.  The transmitted signal would then be recognized by all three receivers. Each 

receiver would store data regarding the strength of the detected signal and the time at which it 

was discovered. The team created a MATLAB program that would read the stored data from 

each receiver and utilize a time difference of arrival equations to determine the location of each 

monkey over time. In order to use time difference of arrival, the clocks of the three receivers had 
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to be synchronized. This was done by using a common external clock source and connecting it to 

all receivers through the use of coaxial cables of equal. 

 

Time Difference of Arrival and Triangulation  
All electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, and since radio waves are a type of 

electromagnetic wave, they too travel at the speed of light. The constant for the speed of light is,  

c = 2.998*10
8
 ms

-1
, this can be considered to be the rate constant in equation for calculating 

distance. Since this system utilizes radio frequencies, the distance between the transmitter and 

any one receiver can be calculated by using the time at which each receiver discovers the 

transmitter using Equation 1: 

                                                                      Equation 1 

 

In the equation, d is the calculated distance between a single receiver and transmitter, t is the 

time it takes for the transmitter to be detected by the receiver and c is the speed of light in air. 

Figure 1 below provides a visual representation of time difference of arrival and triangulation 

techniques to pin-point the location of the transmitter in two-dimensional space
iii

.  

 

 
Figure 1: Triangulation in Two-Dimensional Space 

 

Triangulation is a method of determining the location of an object, by using the known location 

of other entities. For this project, all three receivers would be placed in an equilateral triangle 

with each location marked, such that all three of their ranges overlap to cover the span of the 

GLT’s habitat.  

 

Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) is another method of determining the location of an object. 

Two things need to happen to use this measuring technique. First, the time of arrival 

measurements from the receivers must be obtained. Secondly, a strict time source must be 

utilized to ensure that the clocks of the receivers are synchronized. This requires cross-

correlation techniques, where the detected signal at one receiving unit is correlated with the 

detected signal at the other two receiving units. In an effort to eliminate the need for awareness 

of source transmit timing, the differencing of arrival times at the receivers was used
iv

. Figure 2 

below portrays how calculations would be made to determine the location of the transmitter. By 

using a system of equations the location of the transmitter can be determined relative to the 

location of the receivers. 
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Figure 2: System Layout  
 

In order to calculate the time difference between receivers 2 and 3, Equation 2 is used. 

 

                                                           Equation 2 

 

Similarly, the time difference between receivers 1 and 3 can be calculated using Equation 3. 

 

                                                           Equation 3 

 

The position of the transmitter relative to receivers 3 and 2 is then found by using the time 

difference calculated in Equation 2 and plugging it into Equation 4.  

 

                                                     Equation 4 

 

Then the position of the transmitter relative to receivers 3 and 1 using the time difference 

calculated in Equation 3 is found using Equation 5. 

 

                                                    Equation 5 
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The position of the transmitter relative to a set of receivers is then related to the known locations 

of the receivers and the unknown location of the transmitter which is denoted as        . Finally, 

using Equations 6 and 7, the exact coordinates of the transmitter can be solved for by using a 

system of two equations and two unknowns
iv

. 

 

                                                    Equation 6 

 

                                                    Equation 7 

 

 

Holohil PD-2CT Transmitter 

The Holohil PD-2CT Transmitter was selected for this design; it weighs 4.3 grams and has a 

battery life of 9 months if transmitting continuously. Its dimensions are given as 21 mm x 12 mm 

x 9 mm. Hence, this collar is well within set requirements of weighing less than 20% of the 

GLT’s overall weight and operating for two to three months. The Holohil Transmitter is defined 

as a crystal controlled two-stage design pulsed by a multi-vibrator with a pulse width of 20 ms 

+/- 10%. These transmitters are designed with multiple layers of biologically inert waterproof 

epoxies in order to ensure that the collars will function properly in rainforest conditions. 

Furthermore, it comes with a built in antenna which is made from stainless steel wire covered 

with black nylon that also acts as the collar. 

 

This collar is programmed to transmit at 50 pulses per minute when the ambient temperature is 

above 40 degrees Celsius and 30 pulses per minute when the ambient temperature falls below 

this value. By varying the frequencies that each individual collar transmits, researchers will have 

the ability to distinguish different troops in order to track numerous monkeys simultaneously. 

Customers can request for frequencies to be varied by Holohil when they place an order for the 

product
v
. 

 

Ettus USRP B200 Circuit Boards 

Three Ettus USRP B200 boards were selected to be used for the receivers. These boards provide 

a fully integrated Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) platform and can provide 

continuous frequency coverage from 70MHz – 6GHz. Each board can be powered by convenient 

bus-powered USB 3.0 connectivity or an external power source. For the purpose of this project, 

each board was powered by an external power source in the form of a 12 V motorcycle battery. 

Furthermore, these boards provide full support for the open source UHD (USRP Hardware 

Driver) software which allows for development with GNU Radio
vi

.  

 

GNU Radio 

GNU Radio Software is a “free [open source] software development toolkit that provides the 

signal processing runtime and processing blocks to implement software radios using readily-

available, low-cost external RF hardware and commodity processors”
vii

.  A block diagram of 

GNU Radio, as used in the system, is seen in Figure 3. The Variable block determined the 

sample rate for the USRP board. Then the WX GUI Text Box determined the operating 

frequency of the transmitter. Next the UHD: USRP Source acted as the radio frequency sensed 

by the board from the transmitted signal. This data was then passed onto a Low Pass Filter which 

reduced excess noise in the signal. The WX GUI FFT Sink then displayed the signal as a Fast 
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Fourier Transform. Lastly, the File Sink wrote and stored essential data to a file which was later 

used in MATLAB to determine the location of the transmitter. In this system, the created file 

stored signal strength information over time. This block diagram was used to generate a Python 

file which could be run by the URSP board.  

 
Figure 3: GNU Radio Block Diagram 

 

MATLAB 

The MATLAB program first read user inputs from the file generated using GNU Radio. Each 

input file was stored with a timestamp in the name of the file, this timestamp reflected the time at 

which the file was synchronized. The user was then prompted to enter the location of each 

receiver board relative to one another. Next, using the names of the files, MATLAB read each 

data file collected from the receiver boards. After reading all of the collected data, each file was 

trimmed to prevent data from being repeated, since each file had some data that overlaps with the 

file created prior to it and after. In order to do this, MATLAB used the time on each file name to 

determine which file was last synchronized as well as the standard clock rate to decide how 

much data must be removed from each file. Once all files were synchronized, they were 

processed through the TDOA calculations. First, the radial distance from the receiver board to 

the transmitter was solved for using the time at which the maximum signal strength was detected. 

Then using the known radial distances of all receivers, the position of the transmitter in relation 

to the receivers was determined. Equations 2 to 8 were implemented in the TDOA calculations. 

Finally, the program outputs the collected data as both a list view of coordinates as well as a plot. 

The plot indicated the location of all three receivers in blue and the location of the transmitter in 

red.  

 

Clock Synchronization 

In order to synchronize the clocks of all receivers, a fourth external time source, in the form of a 

function generator, was used. All three receivers were connected to the function generator 
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through BNC to SMA Cable connectors and splitters of equal length in order to eliminate signal 

delay. The external clock produced a Pulse per Second (PPS) signal which output a 5 V wave 

peak to peak with an offset of 2.5 V, in order to prevent a negative voltage. A frequency of 80 

KHz was used in order to produce a stable square wave and the signal was AC terminated at 50 

Ohms. The signal sent through the coaxial cables was in the form of a digital square wave.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

The Ettus USRP B200 Receiver Boards were able to successfully communicate with the Holohil 

PD-2CT transmitter using the GNU Radio Software as indicated in the FFT Plot in Figure 4. The 

plot correctly identifies a signal at 144.02 MHz which was the frequency at which the transmitter 

broadcast its signal.  

 

 
Figure 4: FFT Plot 

 

Furthermore, the clocks of each receiver were able to synchronize to the fourth external clock 

source while the coaxial cables were connected. However, when the coaxial cables were 

disconnected after synchronization an error message was displayed in Python, indicating the 

external PPS signal was no longer detected. This then led to the issue that the receivers were no 

longer in sync, causing an error in utilizing TDOA. Such an unexpected challenge meant that 

testing at the range of half a mile radius, as was initially expected, would no longer be possible. 

Still, with the limited time that was available, the system was tested with all three receivers 

connected to the external clock source to verify if all other components in the system were 

functioning properly.  

The MATLAB program created for this project was able to successfully plot the signal strength 

over time of the transmitter in a single location. Three similar plots were created, one for each of 

the three receivers using the Python file created from the GNU Radio Software. Additionally, the 

program was able to use the time from the maximum signal strength to calculate the location of 

the transmitter and display a visual plot of transmitter with respect to the receivers in the known 

locations as seen in Figure 5. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the files created by the MATLAB 

program. 
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Figure 5: Projected final output plot, red is movement of monkey, blue is range covered by the receivers 

 

 
Figure 6: Signal Strength over Time for a Single Receiver 

 

The system was further tested to verify its ability to recognize various frequencies in order to 

track multiple troops utilizing one system.  Four different frequencies were created with at the 

following values, 140 MHz, 150 MHz, 160 MHz and 170 MHz. A GNU Radio Simulation 

Graph was generated to confirm that the system could identify multiple frequencies. The GNU 

Radio Simulation Graph, shown in Figure 7, indicates that the system can accurately detect 

multiple frequencies to track a multitude of GLT troops.  
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Figure 7: GNU Radio Simulation Graph of Multiple Frequencies 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Although the system developed in this paper did not meet all of the initial objectives, in 

particular the range of the tracking system, there were several new ideas that were developed in 

this proof of concept to improve the previous year’s tracking system. This year, the team found 

an alternative method to using GPS to determine the location of the monkey by using Radio 

Frequency tracking instead, which does not endure signal attenuation in the dense rainforest 

environment. Additionally, this year’s team effectively reduced the size and weight of the collar 

by modifying the collar to simply transmitting at a particular frequency and moving the 

components to track and locate the monkey to a ground based system. Weighing only 4.3 grams, 

the Holohil PD-2CT tracker used in this system is within the maximum allowable 20 grams load 

that the GLT can sustain. The longevity of the collar has always been of high concern since 

animal researchers want to minimize human interaction. Since the Holohil PD-2CT has an 

expected battery life of 9 months, researchers would have to capture the GLTs 1.33 times a year 

on average to replace the collar. The aluminum housing designed for the receiver boards were 

cost effective and successfully water resistant. Preliminary observations indicate that this system 

should function properly in rainforest conditions.  

 

To improve this system, GPSDO (GPS Disciplinary Oscillator) can be implemented to 

synchronize the receiver clocks. GPSDO is an external component that can be added to the Ettus 

USRP B200 Board. Once added, it synchronizes the receiver clocks by means of a GPS Signal
viii

. 

This then eliminates the need of the coaxial cables and function generator which would in turn 

eliminate the error message that appeared when the coaxial cables were disconnected. 

Additionally, if the receivers are continuously in communication with a GPS signal, they will 

remain synchronized at all times and the concern of the receiver clocks drifting would be 

eliminated. Without drifting, the calculated location of the transmitter would always be accurate. 

This would then allow testing larger ranges that would hopefully meet the design objectives. 
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Another way to improve the system would be to replace the USRP B200 boards with the USRP 

N200 boards. The N200 offers several advantages over the B200. Such advantages are that it can 

process multiple signals at different frequencies with greater speed and accuracy. It can cover a 

larger range, and it can be programmed to be more customizable than the B200 board. 

Unfortunately, due to the budget constraints for this project, it was not feasible to use the N200 

which cost nearly three times as much as the B200 boards
ix

. Future teams may consider using 

this alternative hardware in hopes of obtaining accurate location information to improve the 

proof of concept developed by this year’s team.  
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